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Founded in 1999, within 20 years PET Technologies 
has grown into international company with sales and 
service network in 15 countries around the world. 
Simplicity and uniqueness, European quality and 
innovations - those principles make the foundation of 
companys’ philosophy.

«20 years of success» – motto that unites
PET Technologies goals and grand path it has already 
mastered. Our every single employee, partner and 
customer contributed his part and became integral 
part of success.

The opening of a new workshop was timed to coincide 
with the PET Technologies anniversary. Head of 
the Board, Aleksandr Suvorov solemnly cut the red 
ribbon at the ceremony. Brand-new, modern and well-
equipped blow molds production hall operates now at 
full capacity.

PET Technologies blow molding equipment and blow molds are successfully operating on 5 continents, in 
45 countries around the world. Reliability and service support of our equipment guarantee success for 
our clients: such global players as AB InBEV, Olvi, Unibrew, Coca Cola, Pepsi, Carlsberg, Efes, IDS Borjomi 
Group and a variety of local brands.
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20 years of success: PET Technologies 
celebrate its anniversary

Thank you for birthday wishes and input to PET Technologies 20 years of success!

Looking forward to future projects with you!
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Modern trends
in PET bottle design development

Not so long ago, Envases BH (Mexico) has installed automatic PET stretch blow molder APF-3002 and empty 
bottles packaging machine BPM-3000 supplied by PET Technologies. On this occasion we have talked to 

the co-founder of the company Samuel Ambe.

Good afternoon, Samuel. Could you, please, tell us a bit about Envases BH.
Good afternoon, nice to talk to you. We started operations in 2014 with the manufacturing of bottles 
for beverages. The project turned out to be successful and we continued to look for new growth points.   

What do you think, the quality of the equipment is important in bottles production industry?
Equipment is a key factor in the production process. Therefore, reliable equipment is important.

This is your first experience with PET Technologies. Why did the brand attract you?
Because of the quality of equipment components and constant service support.

Consumers are becoming more demanding. According to Euromonitor International, “conscious consumer” is one of 
the trends of 2019. Your customer is no exception. How does the purchased APF-3002 blow molding machine help 
you cope with it?
Machine settings totally control the blow molding process at APF-3002 and the machine has high efficiency ratio. It allows you 
to meet customer requirements both in terms of quality and delivery time.

Envases BH has over 5 years of experience in bottles manufacturing. What market trends could you highlight?
Quality of product is becoming the key factor. There is a tendency to reduce PET bottles weight.

Envases BH factory is equipped with PET stretch blow molding machines of world famous brands. What would you 
advise to pay attention to when choosing a supplier?
Yes, we have experience with equipment of different brands. I recommend look for quality equipment with service support.

To sum up, the key points Samuel Ambe has mentioned about joint project with PET Technologies are trend to reduce PET bottle 
weight and conscious customer, APF-3002 blow molder stable operation and local service center in Mexico.

Our customer from Mexico shares
his experience about PET Technologies

We thank everyone for participation, as well as for interesting and relevant reports and discussions.

We are looking forward to meet you at the 5th International PET Technologies Conference, 
which will be held this autumn!

On the last day of spring, PET Technologies held Conference on “Modern trends in PET bottle design development” at its 
manufacturing facilities in Chernihiv, Ukraine.

About 40 guests from different companies and factories that already cooperate or plan to order blow molds from
PET Technologies were invited to the event. Among the guests there were visitors from Retal, Kernel group, Carpathian Mineral 
Waters, Carlsberg, Bierwelle and many others. By their testimonials, Conference became a whole and informative event with 
interesting topics, speakers and communication of guests from different spheres of business.

The conference was opened by Natalia Rusina, Manager of foreign economic 
activity, Dneproplast (Retal group) with the report “Trends of PET packaging 
development, reducing PET bottles weights for cost optimization”. She revealed 
new Retal designs and patented innovations that can reduce PET consumption by 
25%, one of which is the conical bottom part Relight.

This was followed next by 2 equally interesting reports on “Constructive design” 
and “Approaches to the packaging design renewal in corporation”. Kernel Group 
together with Brandigo design agency shared their experience in projects for 
the redesign of old products that already have their positions in the market and 
well known to the consumers. They also shared the way for introduction to the 
market products of smaller volume: reduction of bottle volume of sunflower oil 
from 1 liter to 0.87 - 0.9 l.

Three representatives of PET Technologies presented our latest news in the 
design and production of blow molds. Sergey Zaleskyi, head of blow molds sales 
department, spoke about new opportunities in the integrated design of PET 
packaging and production of blow molds. Valentina Skidan, artist, showed the 
importance of design and shared new trends in product branding. Roland Steurer, 
Managing Director of PET Technologies GmbH (Austria), presented our innovative 
project - a test blow mold in 1 day.

The official part of the conference was closed by a tour of the plant and new 
blow molds production facilities.
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Healthy lifestyle is trending all around the globe. Use of organic ingredients, and 
reduction of preservatives became an essential for beverage market as well. 

What if not traditional recipes of national cuisine can guarantee quality 
of the product?

The nomadic culture of Kyrgyzstan is rich in customs 
that reflected in national cuisine and traditional drinks. 

“Shoro” company is a leader in the soft drinks market of 
Kyrgyzstan, which has long won the trust of consumers. What 

makes company’s place on Kyrgyz market so remarkable? Shoro was 
first to launch mass production of Kyrgyz national drinks. It was old recipes for 

nomadic fermented wheat-based and yoghurt drinks (“jarma”, “maksym”, “aralash” 
and “chalap”) that formed the basis of mass production.

PET Technologies has been working with Shoro company for decade, supplying automatic blow 
molding machine APF-6004 to produce PET bottles volume up to 2.0 l. In 2018, Shoro has introduced new 

product to the market, which caused the need to increase company production capacities. Negotiations and development of the 
project lasted for over a year due to its uniqueness, which required special preparation of production facilities. After visiting PET 
Technologies plant in Ukraine, the management of Shoro company has launched the project. Along with our partner Thermo-
Pack Packaging & Filling Equipment Plant, who developed a unique “two-component filling” for the customer, PET Technologies 
provided its second APF-6004 blow molding machine with output of up to 6000 bottles per hour.

“Maksym” drink is made of wheat or barley. A new technology and a new recipe for mass production of “Maksym” drink with a 
guaranteed shelf life and stable quality were required. Recipe provides compliance of 38 parameters for the production of the 
beverage, starting from the variety of wheat and corn, ending with the storage method.

Production of national drink produced according to ancient recipe, bottled and packed in PET bottle due to the latest technology 
was launched in the beginning of 2019 and pleases its consumers in Central Asia and Russia.

Kyrgyz national recipes packed
in PET packaging

www.pet-eu.com

Customized beverage is sparkling as in a real glass. This is about unique PET glass 
that CLASMADETM produces. Proplastic Solutions (USA) manufactures them on 
automatic stretch blow molding machine APF-3002 from PET Technologies.

What makes PET glasses personalized?
You can place an order and get PET champagne glasses decorated with your 
logo, artwork and LED lights. Their dimensions should meet the available 
printed area. Three sizes permit you to choose the one that meets your 
drinking preferences. It can be 12 oz or 16 oz hefty glass for beer, wine or 
water and CSD. It can also be 8 oz tiny champagne glass.

What extends the variety?
Flexibility of automatic PET stretch blow molding machine APF-3002 
permits to produce a wide range of PET containers with minimum downtime. 
20 minutes are enough to change the mold and switch for another bottle 
format. Intense 8-zone heating and air cooling system provide uniform 
temperature distribution within preform walls. It is extremely important in case 
of thick-walled containers.

PET Technologies helps CLASMADETM

to produce PET glasses

You can place an order and get PET champagne glasses decorated with your 
logo, artwork and LED lights. Their dimensions should meet the available 
printed area. Three sizes permit you to choose the one that meets your 
drinking preferences. It can be 12 oz or 16 oz hefty glass for beer, wine or 

Flexibility of automatic PET stretch blow molding machine APF-3002 

PET Technologies helps CLASMADETM

Where are the roots?
Proplastic Solutions, with over 20 years of 
experience in bottles production, created 
CLASMADETM in 2018. The technical features 
of automatic blow molder APF-3002 and its 
stable operation attracted customer´s attention. 
The PET glass should be shatterproof and 
transparent as well as easy to customize.

The stylish plastic glassware is a fruit of 
close cooperation between PET Technologies, 
headquartered in Austria, and Proplastic 
Solutions, headquartered in the US. Let’s visit 
CLASMADETM website and try to create our 
own elegant flute or sizable tumbler step by 
step! Would you prefer a container with red, 
blue, green or white LED?



PET TOUR 2019 P r e v i e w

Second half of 2019 PET tour is going to be full of events for PET Technologies. This autumn we will meet our clients and partners at 
3 international exhibitions in USA, Russia and UAE, as well as at 5th International PET Technologies Conference

Check out road map of PET tour 2019 and don’t miss a chance to meet with us:

Las Vegas, USA, September 23 – 25, Upper South Hall, Booth 7268
5th International Conference, PET Technologies, October 4-5, Chernihiv, Ukraine
Moscow, Russia, October 7 – 11, Booth 83D50
Dubai, UAE, October 29 – 31, Hall 3, Booth C3-46

Looking for PET industry solutions? Let us succeed in new projects together!
Contact us to plan a meeting!

Where pure volcanic water merges with technology. Definitely, it is all about Waiakea Hawaiian Volcanic Water that not 
long ago installed PET stretch blow molding machine supplied by PET Technologies.

Waiakea manufacturing facilities are located In the middle of the Pacific, in Hawaii, the only U.S. state outside North 
America. This is where the company runs automatic PET stretch blow molder APF-6004 to produce 5 bottle formats 
from 330 ml to 1500 ml. Worth to note that the bottles are made from 100% RPET.

Steady operation. Staying at remote place surrounded by water, it is important to have equipment easy to maintain and 
with minimum downtime. These features of APF-6004 blow molder with output 6000 bph attracted Waiakea´s attention. 
Thus, the customer brought the machine and installed at its plant at Hilo town, close to springs of delicious volcanic water.

Sophisticated design do matter. Premium quality brand Waiakea bottles water originated from one of the purest 
places on Earth - snowmelt and rain on pristine peak of active Mauna Loa Volcano. Waiakea fills the water in thick-walled 
azure bottles that resemble Hawaiian lagoons. Volcano peaks decorate the container shoulders. 

Intense heating controlled by zones and air cooling system of automatic PET stretch blow molder APF-6004 provide 
the bottles that meet all requirements in terms of strengths, material distribution at thick walls and decoration elements.

Seen on screen. Definitely, you saw Waiakea Hawaiian Volcanic Water in show Roadies or in movie 50 Shades Darker, 
in drama series East Los High or in Architectural Digest by Robert Downey Jr!

Constant development. Waiakea Hawaiian Volcanic Water is among TOP-5000 fastest growing businesses in the 
United States, according to Forbs, with triple digit growth. PET Technologies also contributed to its further success.

Take the bottle in hand and taste delicious volcanic water to feel purifying pleasure!

PET Technologies Ltd.
60 D Liubetska Str., Chernihiv, 14021, Ukraine
tel.: +38 0462 677 628, 678 125
e-mail: office.ua@pet-eu.com

PET Technologies GmbH
Grünlandgasse 5/1/12, 2620 Neunkirchen, Austria
tel.: +43 720 775 196
e-mail: office@pet-eu.com, office.at@pet-eu.com

This autumn PET Technologies team
is heading to 3 continents

PET Technologies to reach Hawaii

www.pet-eu.com


